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Collaborative Scenario 

Cleaning Levels 

A user should be able to quickly select the cleaning level of a document as it is being sent out. In this case, 

collaboration with a 3rd party, a Medium setting is advisable. High risk will be overly aggressive and hinder 

collaboration, whilst Low risk cleaning only may leave behind metadata that might be detrimental to the 

business negotiation taking place. 

Suggested General Metadata Settings 

The following settings are suggested based on initial requirements: 

Metadata type Recommendations in 

collaboration scenario 

Rationale 

Built-In Document 

Properties 

CLEAN Standard stuff including authors, templates, etc. 

In this case the information is probably not of very 

high risk as it’s likely the other side knows most it. 

This is more to prevent accidents, like wrong author 

or rogue tags. 

Document Statistics CLEAN Other party does not need to know when the 

document was created and how long it was worked 

on. 

Custom Document 

Properties 

CLEAN with exceptions 

(e.g. DMS settings, agreed 

upon metadata) 

Clean all properties, except a known list that is useful 

for tracking and automation, like DMS document ID, 

plus any other item agreed on with the other side. 

Document Variables  CLEAN These are most likely related to scripts added by 

templates and should be removed. 

Track Changes OPTION (alert user) Set as optional – there will be varying stages to the 

document collaboration, and you may or may not 

want to let the other side see the changes at each 

point.  

Hidden Text CLEAN Remove, to prevent accidental improper redaction 

(i.e. naïve attempts by users) 

Comments OPTION  (alert user) Similar to Track Changes – are you using the 

comments to review internally or to collaborate with 

the other side? 

Embedded Objects CLEAN – Convert to image 

rather than remove 

If a supporting document is required it is best to 

send it by itself. If it is embedded in the main 
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document, the author may not have realised they 

were including more than they thought. No need to 

completely remove it, just convert the visible part to 

an image. 

Small Font CLEAN As per hidden text, this is to catch naïve redaction 

attempts. 

I would set the boundary quite low, probably around 

1 or 2 and certainly not higher than 4 – text is very 

visible by then and may be there from template 

settings. 

White text / font colour 

matching background 

CLEAN As per hidden text above, this is to catch improper 

redaction attempts. 

Need to test black highlight as well, as this is often a 

naïve redaction attempt by users. 

Content Controls LEAVE The “content” of the content controls comes from 

somewhere else – document properties, custom XML 

etc. If you deal with those items properly, the control 

is actually useful.  

Converting it to text before cleaning those other 

items actually exposes you to the risk of accidentally 

exposing old information. E.g. imagine that you have 

a content control for the “company” property. You 

convert it to text, and embed the current value in the 

document. Later you change the company property 

value (e.g. from DocsCorp UK to DocsCorp Global) – 

but this will not be reflected in the document. 

 

Additional Metadata Recommendations 

The following metadata items are suggested as well for this scenario: 

Metadata type Recommendations in 

collaboration scenario 

Rationale 

Custom XML CLEAN This is likely to be linked to the document template. 

Once used, extras should be removed.  

This is also where SharePoint keeps the “document 

server properties”. 

Fields LEAVE A normal way to clean fields is to convert their value 

to text. As per content control above, this may leave 

behind old information as the document is being 

updated. Conversely users who expect that new 

settings will be reflected when they select “update all 

fields” may not realise that the fields have been 
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removed in a previous cleaning (assuming the 

document goes back and forth). 

Template CLEAN Not relevant to the other side, and thus should not 

be exposed.  

Hidden Objects CLEAN Office 2010 and newer. Remove objects hidden with 

the Selection & Visibility pane. Same reasoning as 

hidden text. 

Embedded Images CLEAN metadata Do not remove the images, but clean them from 

their own metadata: Geo-location, dates taken, 

camera info etc. 

Hyperlinks LEAVE Cleaning will convert hyperlinks to text. Actually 

more complex than it sounds, as hyperlinks can take 

many forms (this page rather than 

http://docscorp.com). 

Depends on document contents, but in this case you 

are not likely to include links to internal resources 

that may pose a risk. 

Legacy Information CLEAN In case the document was a binary (.doc) authored 

by old versions of Office. 

Includes: Last 10 authors, Routing Slip, Fast Saves 

(old versions) and Personal Information.  
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Other aspects to consider 

Password Protection 

If the document is semi-confidential, a password may be set so that only agreed people on both sides are able 

to open and update the content. Any cleaning solution needs to prompt the user for the password, clean the 

document, and re-encrypt the cleaned result. 

Selected Paragraph Marks 

When selecting the last few words in a paragraph, users tend to accidentally select the paragraph marker. This 

may pose issues for the cleaning program when removing hidden text, small font, black highlight etc. 

Consider for example the following – toggle the Show/Hide Invisible: 

Video provides a powerful way to help you prove your point. When you click Online Video, you can 

paste in the embed code for the video you want to add. To make your document look professionally 

produced, Word provides header, footer, cover page, and text box designs that complement each 

other. For example, you can add a matching cover page, header, and sidebar. Click Insert and then 

choose the elements you want from the different galleries. 
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